
more, Gls1p-HA was undetectable in COPII ves-
icles derived from tip20-8 membranes (fig. S3).
We also tested for homotypic fusion of COPII
vesicles derived from �gls1 TIP20 and tip20-8
GLS1 membranes, which could in principle ac-
count for the trimmed [35S]gp�F. Although as
observed before [35S]gp�F was trimmed, when
COPII vesicles were incubated with tip20-8
SICS, they did not undergo homotypic vesicle
fusion (Fig. 4D, compare lanes 2 and 5). Fur-
thermore, the SNARE and cargo composition
of the COPII vesicles derived from tip20-8
membranes was identical to that from wild-
type or tip20-5 membranes (fig. S3). Thus,
back-fusion was not because of a sorting de-
fect at ER exit sites.

Thus, our results suggest that there is an
active mechanism that prevents back-fusion
of transport vesicles to their donor mem-
branes. We propose that Tip20p acts as a
sensor for vesicles at the ER membrane. The
nature of the interaction between Tip20p and
the vesicle is still elusive. Tip20p recognizes
either protein or lipid factors on the naked
vesicle or the coat itself. The latter possibility
seems more likely, because tip20 displays
genetic interaction with mutants in multiple
coatomer subunits (19). Directionality in ve-
sicular transport might thus be brought about
at least in part by prohibiting back-fusion to
the donor membrane.
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Transmembrane Segments of
Syntaxin Line the Fusion Pore of

Ca2�-Triggered Exocytosis
Xue Han, Chih-Tien Wang, Jihong Bai, Edwin R. Chapman,

Meyer B. Jackson*

The fusion pore of regulated exocytosis is a channel that connects and spans
the vesicle and plasma membranes. The molecular composition of this impor-
tant intermediate structure of exocytosis is unknown. Here, we found that
mutations of some residues within the transmembrane segment of syntaxin
(Syx), a plasma membrane protein essential for exocytosis, altered neurotrans-
mitter flux through fusion pores and altered pore conductance. The residues
that influenced fusion-pore flux lay along one face of an �-helical model. Thus,
the fusion pore is formed at least in part by a circular arrangement of 5 to 8
Syx transmembrane segments in the plasma membrane.

The manner in which lipids and proteins co-
operate in the trafficking of cellular mem-
branes remains poorly understood, despite
the identification of many molecules with
membrane trafficking functions. In regulated
exocytosis, vesicle fusion proceeds through a

stable intermediate structure known as the
fusion pore. The existence of fusion pores
was anticipated by the observation of reversal
events in single-vesicle capacitance record-
ings (1) and was then demonstrated by com-
bined capacitance-current measurements (2),

Fig. 1. Amperometry recordings from PC12 cells. (A) KCl depolarization (indicated by bars below
each trace) elicits norepinephrine release. Single vesicle release events register as spikes from cells
transfected with wild-type Syx, the control vector, and two Syx mutants. (B) Spikes were preceded
by PSF. Expanded traces (right) show the PSF (shaded regions) in traces from Syx, the control, and
four mutants. Scale bars, 5 pA and 1 ms. (C) The mean PSF amplitude was significantly reduced in
five of the mutants tested. *, P � 0.05; ***, P � 0.001 for a Student’s t test compared with the
results of wild-type Syx; pooled values were used (195 to 432 PSF from 24 to 62 cells in 4 to 14
transfections). All values with P � 0.001 by the t test on the pooled mean were also significantly
different (P � 0.05 for I269W and I283W; P � 0.01 for G276W ) on the basis of the t test on the
double mean (26). Error bars show the mean � SEM. (D) A helical wheel model [produced with
DNAStar (DNASTAR Inc., Madison, WI)] placed the three locations 269, 276, and 283 with the
strongest effects on the same face of an � helix. Color coding reflects the level of significance for
pooled means (C). Open circles were not tested.
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combined capacitance-conductance measure-
ments (3), amperometry (4), and combined
amperometry-capacitance measurements (5).
Fusion pores in exocytosis often open abrupt-
ly, have apparent diameters comparable to
those of large ion channels, and are stable for
times ranging from milliseconds to seconds
(6). No membrane flows between the vesicle
and plasma membrane through the initial
exocytic fusion pore (7). The fusion pore thus
resembles a gap junction channel formed by
an association between proteins in the vesicle
and plasma membranes. However, there is no
direct evidence that the fusion pore is com-
posed of protein, and a lipidic fusion pore
cannot be ruled out.

Manipulations are being discovered that
can modulate fusion-pore stability. High ex-
tracellular Ca2� promotes fusion-pore closure
(8). Genetic ablation of the synaptosome-
associated protein of 25 kD (SNAP-25) reduces
fusion-pore stability (9). Different isoforms (10,
11) and mutants (12) of the putative Ca2�

sensor for exocytosis, synaptotagmin, change
the fusion-pore lifetime. These results imply
that these proteins interact with the fusion pore
in some way, but they do not identify the
pore-forming molecules. Synaptotagmin
binds the lipid and a number of proteins, in
both Ca2�-dependent and -independent
manners (13), so regulation by this protein
provides little information about the molec-
ular composition of the fusion pore.

Ion channel gating is regulated by an extraor-
dinarily diverse constellation of molecules (14–
16). By contrast, ion flux through a channel is
uniquely sensitive to the pore-lining residues of a
channel-forming protein (17, 18). Mutations that
alter the charge or size of side chains along the
ion permeation pathway can markedly alter the
current through a channel. Thus, the flux through
a fusion pore should also be sensitive to changes
in its pore-lining constituents. With this ratio-
nale, we searched for protein domains that line
the fusion pore. We selected the protein syntaxin
(Syx) for the following reasons: (i) Syx is essen-
tial for exocytosis, as demonstrated by genetic
ablation (19) and by the action of clostridial
neurotoxins that cleave Syx (20). (ii) Among the
proteins essential for exocytosis, Syx is the
only plasma membrane protein with a mem-
brane-spanning segment (21, 22). (iii) Syx is
the only neuronal target-soluble N-ethylma-
leimide–sensitive factor attachment protein
receptor (t-SNARE) with a transmembrane
segment that is necessary for reconstitution
of proteoliposome fusion (23). As an initial
test of the hypothesis that the transmem-
brane segment of Syx lines the fusion pore,
we performed tryptophan scanning and used

amperometric measurements of fusion-pore
flux to determine whether the open fusion
pore is obstructed.

Amperometry detects norepinephrine as it is
released from the rat neuroendocrine PC12 cell
line (24). The release of a single vesicle regis-
tered as a spike of amperometric current (Fig.
1A), but a fusion pore opened �1 ms before the
spike to produce a prespike foot (PSF) (4) (Fig.
1B). The PSF amplitude provides a signal close-
ly related to the norepinephrine flux through the
fusion pore. PSF amplitudes were measured
from PC12 cells transfected with mutants of Syx
in which a native amino acid was replaced by
tryptophan. We tested positions 269 to 281 and
283 in the membrane-spanning segment at the C
terminus of Syx. Most transfections, including
those with wild-type Syx and the control vector,
produced PSF with average amplitudes in the
range of 2.3 to 2.6 pA. However, tryptophan
replacement of isoleucine 269 [I2693W269

(I269W) (25)], glycine 276 (G276W), and iso-
leucine 283 (I283W) produced highly significant
(P � 0.001) reductions in PSF amplitude (Fig.
1C) (26). V273W and I278W had smaller reduc-
tions that were also significant (P � 0.05).

A reduction in PSF amplitude would place a
residue in the lining of the fusion pore so that its
side chain can protrude into the pore lumen and
interfere with norepinephrine flux. The residues
with the largest effects (269, 276, and 283) fall
along the same face of an � helix (Fig. 1D).
Residue 273 is near this face. Residue 278 falls
on a very different face of the helix, but one or
two false positives at the P � 0.05 level is

reasonable for 14 measurements. Thus, the Syx
membrane-spanning segment forms an � helix,
and the fusion pore is formed by a circular
arrangement of several such segments.

Mutations that reduced PSF amplitude had
no effect on current through voltage-activated
Ca2� channels (24) (Fig. 2, A to C) or on the
Ca2�-dependent association of Syx with synap-
totagmin I (24) (Fig. 2D). The expression of Syx
was determined by immunoblot analysis (Fig.
2E). With reference to the standards, the amount
of wild-type Syx and G276W could be estimated
as three times as great as the amount of endog-
enous Syx in control cells. Because 30% of the
cells in the culture were transfected (24), the
expression level in individual transfected cells
increased �10-fold. Thus, the transfected pro-
tein was the predominant form of Syx in the cells
from which recordings were made.

To examine the effect of side-chain size fur-
ther, a series of mutants was prepared at selected
locations. For positions 269, 276, and 283, in-
creasing side-chain volume produced a graded
reduction in PSF amplitude (Fig. 3, A, C, and E),
as expected for pore-lining residues. For posi-
tions 280 and 275, the plots were flat (Fig. 3, B
and D), consistent with the notion that these
were not pore-lining residues and did not inter-
fere with norepinephrine flux through the fusion
pore.

To evaluate fusion-pore obstruction by a
different method, we used a lock-in ampli-
fier to measure the complex impedance of
membrane patches (24). These measure-
ments revealed the fusion of single vesicles
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Fig. 2. (A) Ca2� current in PC12 cells. Voltage steps (from
–80 mV to levels from –50 to 60 mV ) open Ca2� channels
and elicit current. (B) Mean peak Ca2� current plotted
versus voltage for wild-type Syx, control, and mutants.
Error bars show mean � SEM. (C) Peak Ca2� current with
pulses to 20 mV for Syx, control, and mutants (7 to 10
cells). (D) Interactions between Syx and the cytoplasmic
domain of synaptotagmin I (Syt) (containing the C2A and
C2B domains). Binding to wild-type Syx (WT) and Syx
mutants in 2 mM EGTA (E) or 1 mM Ca2� (Ca2�). (E)

Transfection of PC12 cells with wild-type Syx and Syx G276W increased Syx signals in Western
blots of PC12 cell membranes by threefold over control cells. Expression levels of other proteins,
Syt, SNAP-25, and synaptobrevin/VAMP were unchanged.
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as stepwise changes in membrane capaci-
tance (Fig. 4A). During the capacitance
steps, it was sometimes possible to resolve
transient changes in membrane conduc-
tance, from which the fusion-pore conduc-
tance can be calculated (3) (Fig. 4B). We
selected two mutations that altered the PSF
amplitude (I269W and G276W) and one
that did not (L275W) for these more diffi-
cult experiments. All the mutants produced
capacitance steps of �0.2 fF (correspond-
ing to an 84-nm vesicle diameter), which
were indistinguishable from those seen
with wild-type Syx (Fig. 4C). The average
values varied by �5% and were statistical-
ly indistinguishable, indicating that none of
the mutants altered vesicle size. The two
mutants that reduced PSF amplitude also
reduced the fusion-pore conductance by a
factor of �2, but the mutation that did not
alter PSF amplitude had no effect on con-
ductance (Fig. 4D). Thus, mutations that
reduced norepinephrine flux also reduced
ion current through open fusion pores. The
larger reduction in conductance compared
with PSF amplitude may indicate that inor-
ganic ion flow is more sensitive to tryptophan
obstruction than is the flow of the organic cat-
ion norepinephrine. Alternatively, the differ-
ence may reflect a difference in the population
of fusion pores detected with the lock-in amplifier.

At least three residues of the membrane-
spanning segment of Syx were thus placed in
the lining of the fusion pore of Ca2�-
triggered exocytosis. The three residues with
the largest effects fall on the same face of an
� helix, whereas residues that fail to influ-
ence fusion-pore flux faced away. We can

Fig. 3. Relation between PSF amplitude and side-chain volume. Substitutions at positions 269 (A),
276 (C), and 283 (E) produced graded reductions in PSF amplitude that increased with side-chain
volume. The plots include the tryptophan mutants of Fig. 1. Plots for substitutions at positions 275
(B) and 280 (D) show no reduction with side-chain volume. All points are means of 183 to 432
events. Error bars show means � SEM. Best-fitting lines were drawn through each plot. Letters
identify the amino acid present at the indicated position (25). P values for no correlation were 0.19
(A), 0.58 (B), 0.03 (C), 0.32 (D), and 0.007 (E).

Fig. 4. Capacitance steps and fusion-pore con-
ductance in cell-attached patches of PC12 cells.
(A) Examples of recordings from two different
patches show upward steps in capacitance (C)
with no changes in conductance (G). (B) Ex-
panding the time scale reveals small deflections
in the conductance trace that can be used to
compute the fusion-pore conductance as gf �
(G2 � C2)/G (3). (C) Mean step size in capaci-
tance traces for Syx and mutants (N � 503 to
696). (D) Mean fusion-pore conductance for
Syx and mutants (N � 38 to 60). ***, P �
0.001. Error bars show the mean � SEM. (E)
Model of a pore with a 0.56-nm radius (dashed
circle). Five � helices (0.35-nm radius) (solid
circles) can be arranged with the pore edge
slightly outside the points of contact (left) (32).
Eight � helices can be arranged with the pore
edge slightly inside the innermost points
(right). Solving for the number of helical seg-
ments gave 5.62 and 7.96 for circles formed by
the points of contact and the inscribed circle,
respectively.
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thus envision the part of the pore that
traverses the plasma membrane as a barrel
formed by several copies of the transmem-
brane segment of Syx, arranged in parallel
to form a complete circle (Fig. 4E). It is
also possible that other molecules, either
protein or lipid, intercalate between the Syx
segments to complete the pore structure.
Other molecules could provide a connec-
tion to the extracellular fluid if the C ter-
minus of Syx remains buried in the mem-
brane (27) even after the fusion pore opens.
Although the present results provide no
direct evidence regarding the participation
of other proteins, the observation that the
synaptic SNARE proteins, Syx, SNAP-25,
and synaptobrevin/vesicle-associated mem-
brane protein (VAMP) constitute a minimal
machine for liposome fusion (23) suggests
that Syx may be the only molecular com-
ponent of the fusion pore in the plasma
membrane. Extrapolating the present results to
the vesicle membrane suggests that the trans-
membrane segment of synaptobrevin/VAMP
forms the complementary fusion-pore structure
through the vesicle membrane, and that the
SNARE complex holds these two parts togeth-
er. The SNARE complex would then have to
form at some point before the fusion pore opens
and neurotransmitters are released (28, 29).

The cooperative participation of SNARE
complexes in fusion (30, 31) supports the idea
that fusion pores are formed from multiple cop-
ies of Syx. With a barrel of Syx transmembrane
segments as the minimal structure, we con-
structed a simple model of the plasma mem-
brane side of the fusion pore (Fig. 4E). This
model yielded copy numbers ranging from 5 to
8 depending on whether we used the contact
points (Fig. 4E, left) or innermost points (Fig.
4E, right) of the transmembrane segments, re-
spectively (32). The inclusion of other mole-
cules in the pore structure could reduce the
number of participating Syx molecules. Varia-
tions in fusion-pore size (6, 7, 11) could reflect
different molecular partners or different num-
bers of Syx transmembrane segments.

Because fusion-pore opening and dilation
constitute critical steps in exocytosis, hypoth-
eses for regulation by Ca2� require that a
Ca2� sensor targets the proteins that form the
fusion pore. The modulation of these steps by
synaptotagmin, the putative Ca2� sensor of
exocytosis, therefore requires interactions
with fusion-pore proteins. This indicates that
the regulation of fusion-pore stability by syn-
aptotagmin (10, 11) is likely to be mediated
by Ca2�-promoted binding to SNAREs or
SNARE complexes (12, 13).
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Protection from Cardiac Arrhythmia
Through Ryanodine Receptor–
Stabilizing Protein Calstabin2
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Ventricular arrhythmias can cause sudden cardiac death (SCD) in patients with
normal hearts and in those with underlying disease such as heart failure. In
animals with heart failure and in patients with inherited forms of exercise-
induced SCD, depletion of the channel-stabilizing protein calstabin2 (FKBP12.6)
from the ryanodine receptor–calcium release channel (RyR2) complex causes
an intracellular Ca2� leak that can trigger fatal cardiac arrhythmias. A derivative
of 1,4-benzothiazepine (JTV519) increased the affinity of calstabin2 for RyR2,
which stabilized the closed state of RyR2 and prevented the Ca2� leak that
triggers arrhythmias. Thus, enhancing the binding of calstabin2 to RyR2 may
be a therapeutic strategy for common ventricular arrhythmias.

Ventricular tachyarrhythmias that cause SCD are
often associated with common heart diseases,
such as heart failure, but may also occur in
individuals without structural heart disease (1).
Treatment remains largely empirical, in part be-
cause of an incomplete understanding of the
underlying cellular mechanisms that trigger the
arrhythmias (2). RyR2 is required for Ca2� re-
lease from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) dur-

ing systole, when activation of heart muscle
contraction occurs. During the resting phase of
the cardiac cycle (diastole), binding of calstabin2
(also known as the FK506-binding protein,
FKBP12.6) to RyR2 helps maintain the channel
in a closed state to prevent leakage of SR Ca2�

into the cytoplasm (3, 4). In heart failure (5) and
catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular
tachycardia (an inherited form of exercise-
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